ABSTRACT. (S,N)-and QL-subimplications can be obtained by a distributive n-ary aggregation performed over the families T of t-subnorms and S of t-subconorms along with a fuzzy negation. Since these classes of subimplications are explicitly represented by t-subconorms and t-subnorms verifying the generalized associativity, the corresponding (S,N)-and QL-subimplicators, referred as I S,N and I S,T,N , are characterized as distributive n-ary aggregation together with related generalizations as the exchange and neutrality principles. Moreover, the classes of (S,N)-and QL-subimplicators are obtained by the median operation performed over the standard negation N S together with the families of t-subnorms and t-subconorms by considering the product t-norm T P as well as the algebraic sum S P , respectively. As the main results, the family of subimplications I S P ,N and I S P ,T P ,N extends the corresponding classes of implicators by preserving their properties, discussing dual and conjugate constructions.
INTRODUCTION
The study of aggregation operators is a large domain, supported by using aggregation concepts modeling uncertainty in distinct fields such as social, engineering or economical problems which are based on fuzzy logic (FL) [1, 2, 3, 4] . Consequently, they have been applied to many fields of approximate reasoning [5] , e.g. image processing, data mining, pattern recognition [6, 7] , fuzzy relational equations and fuzzy morphology [8, 9, 10] .
As the main contribution, in this work, the converse construction presented in [24] is now considered by stating the conditions under which (S,N)-or QL-subimplications can be extended in order to obtain the corresponding (S,N)-or QL-implications. We also discuss the N -dual and conjugate constructions of aggregate operators. Extensions of fuzzy connectives, dual constructions and conjugate functions are relevant operators in order to generate new fuzzy connectives, preserving their main properties on the unit interval. In this paper, the authors make use of commutative diagrams to illustrate that the composition between the dual operator and conjugate (S,N)-or QL-subimplications obtained by the median aggregation operator is preserved in such classes.
The paper is organized as follows. The preliminaries in Section 2 are concerned with fuzzy connectives and their algebraic properties. Section 3 reports concepts of aggregation functions together with their main properties and examples. Focusing on the median operator and the two classes of t -subconorm and t -subnorm we analyse the corresponding properties. Section 4 considers both classes, (S,N)-(sub)implications and QL-(sub)implications and their conjugate and dual constructions. The main results concerned with aggregating QL-subimplications by applying the median operator are described in Section 5. Moreover, it is shown that the median operator preserves (S,N)-and QL-implication classes. Lastly, the conclusion and final remarks are presented.
FUZZY CONNECTIVES
In the following, basic concepts of an automorphism on the unit interval U , fuzzy negations and fuzzy subimplications are reported, mainly according to [12, 25] .
Definition 2.1. [29, Def. 0] A mapping ρ : U → U is an automorphism if it is continuous, strictly increasing and verifies the boundary conditions ρ(0) = 0 and ρ(1) = 1, i.e., if it is an increasing bijection on U .
Automorphisms are closed under composition and inverse operators. The action of an automorphism ρ on f : U n → U , refereed as f ρ and called ρ-conjugate of f , is defined as
The family of all automorphisms is referred as Aut (U ).
Fuzzy negations
Let U = FNs satisfying the involutive property are called strong fuzzy negations (SFNs):
The standard negation N S (x) = 1 − x is a strong fuzzy negation.
Let N be a FN and f : U n → U be a real function. Then, for all x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ U n , the N −dual function of f is given by the expression: [29] . Other properties of fuzzy negations and related main extensions can be found in [5, 26, 27] .
Fuzzy subimplications
A function I : U 2 → U is a fuzzy (co)subimplicator if it satisfies the conditions:
When a fuzzy (co)subimplicator (J )I : U 2 → U also satisfies this boundary condition:
(J )I is called a fuzzy (co)implicator. And, a fuzzy ((sub)coimplicator J ) (sub)implicator I satisfying the properties:
(J )I is called a (fuzzy (sub)coimplication) fuzzy (sub)implication [11, Def. 6 ] [28] . Since a fuzzy ((sub)coimplication) (sub)implication verifies (J0) I0 and (J3) I3 then we have
AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS
Based on [7] and [14] , the general meaning of an aggregation function in FL is to assign an n-tuple of real numbers belonging to U n to a single real number on U , such that it is a nondecreasing and idempotent (i.e., it is the identity when an n-tuple is unary) function satisfying boundary conditions. In [8, Def. 2] , an n-ary aggregation function A : U n → U demands, for all 
Some extra usual properties for aggregation functions are the following:
. . x n ∈ U and a convergent sequence {x i j } j ∈N we have that:
A7: Distributivity of an aggregation A : U n → U related to a function F :
Median as a self N S -dual operator
In the following, the median aggregation is a self N S -dual aggregation operator [21] . 
, n is an odd number;
, otherwise.
satisfies Property Ak, for k ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}. 
Then we have that
Proof. First, when M has an odd number of arguments,
. Otherwise, by taking M as an even number of arguments, we obtain that
Thus, for all x ∈ U , both cases state that 
, otherwise;
Proof. Straightforward.
Triangular sub(co)norms
According to [5] , a triangular sub(co)norm (t-sub(co)norm) is a binary aggregation function T : U 2 → U (S : U 2 → U ) such that, for all x, y ∈ U , the following holds:
and also verifies the commutativity, associativity and monotonicity properties which are, respectively, given by the next three expressions:
A t-(co)norm is a t-sub(co)norm satisfying the following boundary condition: 
Triangular sub(co)norms and N S -dual constructions
In the following, the family of all t-sub(co)norms T i (S i ) is referred as T (S). We discuss properties of t-subnorms and t-subconorms as extensions of product and probabilistic sum in subfamilies T P and S P , respectively.
Remark 2.
Observe that, for i = 1, T i and S i in Eqs. (3.4) are called the product t-norm and the probabilistic sum, respectively, and corresponding expression can be given as
pair of N S -mutual dual functions. That means, by Eq. (2.2), both equations (T i ) N S = S i and (S i ) N S = T i are verified, therefore T i and its N S -dual construction S i is a pair of N S -mutual dual functions, for i
Proof. For all x, y ∈ U , we have that
Therefore, T i and S i satisfy Properties T5 and S5, respectively.
Extending triangular sub(co)norms to triangular (co)norms
In the following proposition, we can obtain T P from t-(co)norms T i (S i ).
Proposition 3.7.
For all x, y ∈ U , for each index i such that i ≥ 1, the following holds:
By applying the results of Proposition 2.4 in [5], we obtain a t-(co)norm T T i (S S i ) from a tsub(co)norm T I i (S i ) as presented in the following:
is a t-(co)norm.
Conjugate Triangular Sub(co)norms
Then, the following holds:
Proof. For all i ≥ 1 and x, y ∈ U , we have that: 
Remark 3. Based on Proposition 3.8, if φ
However, it is not true when we permute the automorphism, which means 
(S,N)-AND QL-(SUB)IMPLICATION CLASSES
The main results considered in this section were studied in [29] and [30] .
Fuzzy (S,N)-subimplications and dual construction
An (S,N)-subimplicator is a subimplicator derived from a t-subconorm S and a FN N . Exploring other properties such as exchange principle and contraposition, a subclass of connectives called (S,N)-subimplications are studied, see details in [22] .
if there exists a t-subconorm S (t-norm T ) and a fuzzy negation N such that
for all x, y ∈ U . If N is a strong FN, then we denote I S (J T ) and call it an S-subimplication (T-subcoimplication).
Proposition 4.1. [22, Prop. 4.10] The following statements are equivalent:
is an (S,N)-implication along with the underlying continuous FN N and a t-subconorm S at point 0;
2. I : U 2 → U is continuous at point x = 1 in the first component, satisfying I3 and the two additional conditions:
Proposition 4.2. An (S,N)-sub(co)implicator is a sub(co)implicator.
Proof. By Property I0, we have that
Clearly, a fuzzy (co)implication Since the dual construction of Proposition 4.1 is also satisfied, the following holds:
Proof. I0 is immediate. Additionally, for all x, y ∈ U , by taking
Consequently, 
Extending (S,N)-subimplications to (S,N)-implications
See in Figure 1 a graphical representation for three examples of subimplications, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ∈ ᑣ S . In particular, I 1 is referred to the Reichenbach's implication and denoted as I RH . x, y) ).
Proof. Straightforward. 
is an (co)implication.
Proof. Property I1 is immediate. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.4 that I S i also verifies I0 and properties from I2 to I4. J T i is also proved. Proposition 4.6 holds.
Based on the results of Proposition 4.6, (S,N)-sub(co)implications can be extended in order to obtain (co)implications. In particular, I 1 = I S 1 = I RH ∈ ᑣ S .
Conjugate (S,N)-subimplications
In the following, the action of an automorphism on U is discussed.
Then, for all x, y ∈ U , the following holds:
and Proof. For all i ≥ 1 and x, y ∈ U , by Eqs. (2.1)(4.1) and (3.4), we have that:
Additionally, by Eq. (3.7) in Proposition 3.8, y) . Analogously, the dual construction can be proved. Therefore, Proposition 4.7 is verified.
Fuzzy QL-(sub)implication class
Fuzzy QL-(sub)implicators are reviewed. See [27, 31] and [25] for additional information. Thus, a QL-subimplicator I S,N,T generates the underlying t-subconorm, negation and t-norm as S, N and T , respectively. Analogously, we can obtain to QL-subcoimplicator I T,N,S . The family of all fuzzy QL-sub(co)implicators is referred as
Definition 4.1. Let N be a fuzzy negation. A function I S,T,N : U 2 → U is called a QLsub(co)implicator if, for x, y ∈ U , there exist a t-subconorm S (t-subnorm T ) and a t-subnorm T (t-subconorm S) such that: I S,N,T (x, y) = S(N (x), T (x, y)), and J T,N,S (x, y) = T (N (x), S(x, y)).
is a fuzzy QL-sub(co)implicator.
Proof. For all x, y ∈ U , we have that The following proposition is an extension of Proposition 4.2 in [27] by considering the main algebraic properties that characterize the fuzzy QL-subimplication class.
Proposition 4.10. A QL-subimplicator I S,T,N ∈ ᑣ Q L satisfies
Ik for k ∈ {0, 2, 4} together with the additional property:
In addition, when T (S) : U 2 → U is a t-(co)norm the following holds:

I10(a) : I (1, y) ≥ y, for all y ∈ U ; and I10(b) : I (1, y) ≤ y, for all y ∈ U.
Proof. For x 1 , x 2 , x, y 1 , y 2 , y ∈ U , I0 is immediate. The following is verified:
I2 Since S and T are monotonic functions, if
I4 I S,N,T (0, y) = S(1, T (0, y))
= S(1, 0) = 1.
I9 When x ≥ y then N (x) ≤ N (y). Then, I S,N,T (x, 0) = S(N (x), T (x, 0)) = S(N (x), 0) ≤ S(N (y), 0) = S(N (y), T (y, 0)) = I S,N,T (y, 0).
I10(a) I S,N,T (1, y) = S(0, T (1, y)) = S(0, y) ≥ y;
I10(a) I S,N,T (1, y) = S(0, T (1, y)) = T (1, y) ≤ y.
Therefore, Proposition 4.10 is verified.
Corollary 4.3. The operator I S P I ,N S ,T P ∈ ᑤ verifies
Ik for k ∈ {0, 2, 4, 9, 10}.
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 4.10.
Remark 4. Let I : U 2 → U be a function given by Eq.(4.4). By taking a t-subconorm S, a fuzzy negation N and a t-subnorm T , the function I does not satisfy either I0 or I1:
Therefore, I is not necessarily a subimplicator.
Extending QL-subimplicators to QL-implicators
Clearly, a QL-implicator is always a QL-subimplicator. In Figure 2 
Proposition 4.11. For each index i such that i ≥ 1 and x, y ∈ U , the following holds: I Q L1 (x, y) = i(1 − I Q L i (x, y)) and J Q L1 (x, y) = i J Q L i (x, y)). (4.6)
Proposition 4.12. Let I S i ,N S ,T P (J S i ,N S ,T P ) : U 2 → U be the QL-sub(co)implication defined in Proposition 4.11, by Eq. (4.6). Then the function defined as I I S i ,N S ,T P (x, y) =
0, if x = 1 and y = 0,
, if x = 0 and y = 1,
is a QL-(co)implication.
Proof. It follows from Propositions 4.9 and 3.2 and Definition 4.1.
Conjugate QL-subimplicators
In the following, an automorphism ψ(φ) ∈ Aut (U ) is considered in order to obtain conjugate functions in the class of QL-sub(co)implications 
Proof. For all i ≥ 1 and x, y ∈ U , we have that:
AGGREGATING CONNECTIVES FROM THE MEDIAN OPERATOR
Consider A : U n → U as an n-ary aggregation function and F = {F i : U 2 → U }, with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} as a family of n-ary functions in the following results of this section. (F 1 (x 1 , . . . , x k ), . . . , F n (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ).
Definition 5.1. [22, Proposition 5.1] An k-ary function F A : U k → U is called an (A, F)-operator on U and is given by:
(5.1)
Aggregating fuzzy t-sub(co)norms
The conditions under which a class of t-sub(co)norms is preserved by the median operator are discussed. Additionally, conjugate and dual constructions related to the family of t-sub(co)norms (S)T = {(S i )T i : U 2 → U }, with i ∈ I = {1, 2, . . . , n} are also analyzed.
Proposition 5.1. [22, Proposition 6.1] Let A : U n → U be an aggregation function and (S)T = {(S
i )T i : U 2 → U }, with i ∈ {1, 2, .
. . , n} be a family of t-sub(co)norms. Then the function (S
A : U 2 → U ) T A : U 2 → U ,
called ((A, S)-operator) (A, T )-operator, is a t-sub(co)norm whenever the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) A satisfies property A7; and
(ii) each t-sub(co)norm (S i ) T i satisfies the generalized associativity
3 : (T j (x, y) 
According to Eq. (5.1), for all x, y ∈ U , the operators
x y, otherwise;
respectively, satisfy Property A7.
Proof. For all x, y ∈ U , consider the following two distinct cases.
(i) First, if n is odd, we obtain the following: x, y) , . . . , T n (x, y)) M(y, . . . , y) ).
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(ii) Otherwise, when n is even, we have that: M(y, . . . , y) ).
Therefore T M verifies A7. The proof related to S M can be analogously obtained.
Corollary 5.4. The operator ((S) M ) (T ) M is a t-sub(co)norm.
Proof. Straightforward from Propositions 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
The following proposition, reported in [22] , states the conditions under which a fuzzy subimplication I M satisfies the exchange principle. 
is a t-sub(co)norm satisfying T5 (S5).
Then, Property T5 is verified by T M . Analogously, its dual construction can be proven.
Conjugate and dual t-subnorms obtained by median aggregation
The aim of this section is to study in more detail the interrelations between the classes of aggregated t-(co)norms and their possible conjugate functions. Another interesting issue is to study how the method can take into account their dual constructions, the classes of (T,N)-subimplications [34, 35] . It is interesting to obtain new connectives preserving the main properties in the fuzzy connective classes.
Proposition 5.6. Consider N S which verifies N5 for the median M. When (T i , S i ) ∈ S × S is a pair of mutual N S -dual functions on U , the following holds:
The dual construction can also be proved, analogously.
Corollary 5.5. (S i M , T i M ) is a pair of mutual N S -dual functions.
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 5.3 and 5.6. 
Proof. For all x, y ∈ U , based on results from Proposition 5.2 to 3.6, we have that , y) by Eqs. (3.7) and (3.2) Therefore, Eq. (5.8)a is verified. The dual construction can also be proved, analogously.
Aggregating fuzzy (S,N)-subimplications
This section describes the class of aggregating fuzzy (S,N)-subimplications obtained by considering the median operator. For all x, y ∈ U , the following functions
and 
Conjugate and dual (S,N)-sub(co)implications obtained by the median
Let the (A, I)-operator be the median aggregation M and J be the family of (S,N)-subcoimplications obtained by the dual construction. The operator
In the following, we consider an automorphism φ : U → U together with the subclass S P i of t-subconorms obtained by the median aggregation in order to present conjugate functions which are preserved by (S,N)-subimplications also obtained by the median aggregation. The corresponding dual construction is also discussed.
Proposition 5.12. Let φ r , ψ r : U → U be functions in Aut (U ) given by φ r (x) = x r and ψ r (x) = 1 − (1 − x) r , respectively. Then, for all x, y ∈ U , the following holds:
and
Proof. For all x, y ∈ U , by Propositions 4.13 and 5.6 and Eq. (5.7), we have that
Therefore, Eq. (5.7) is verified. Its dual construction can also be proven, analogously.
Aggregating fuzzy QL-subimplications
This section analyzes under which conditions the class of fuzzy QL-subimplications are preserved by the median aggregation operator, investigating properties. We present the subclass of fuzzy QL-subimplication represented by a t-norm T P , the standard negation N S together with a t-subconorm S P , obtained by aggregating t-subconorms of the family S P .
Proposition 5.13. [24, Proposition 14] Let N be a fuzzy negation and M : U n → U be the median aggregation operator.
Analogously, the following results can be stated for an (J, M)-operator obtained by the median aggregation operator acting over a set of fuzzy QL-subcoimplicators. 
In Figure 4 , a diagrammatic representation of the result stated in Proposition 5.13 is presented.
In this graphical description we see that the median aggregation M preserves the fuzzy QLsubimplication class, meaning that the following statements are equivalent:
(i) First, by applying the median operator to the family S P we get S. Thus, we are able to define an (J, A)-operator as a fuzzy QL-subimplication represented by a t-norm T P and the standard negation N S together with a t-subconorm S.
(ii) For each t-subconorm S i , the family J of QL-implications whose explicitly representable member-functions are given by I S i M ,T P ,N S , are constructed. Thus, as a consequence, by aggregating n member-functions of J, we obtain an (J, A)-operator. 
C(N)
×
Conjugate and dual QL-subimplications obtained by the median
In this section, conjugate and dual QL-sub(co)implications are analysed. 
CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS
In this paper we characterize both (S,N)-and QL-subimplications with respect to the median aggregation operator. In particular, the underlying principle of the proof related to properties preserved by the new (S,N)-and QL-subimplications obtained by the median aggregation is obtained in a similar methodology to the (S,N)-and QL-implications. Since such classes of subimplication are represented by t-subconorms and t-subnorms which are characterized by generalized associativity, the corresponding (S,N)-and QL-subimplications are related by distributive n-ary aggregation together with generalizations, as the exchange and neutrality principles. Ongoing work on application of Atanassov's intuitionistic extension of fuzzy connectives provides relevant methods to obtain other operators by distributive n-ary aggregation. RESUMO. Neste trabalho, (S,N)-e QL-subimplicações são obtidas por aplicação de operadores n-arios de agregação sobre as classes T de t-subnormas e S de t-subconormas, considerando negações fuzzy involutivas. As classes de (S,N)-e QL-subimplicações são assim explicitamente representadas por t-subconormas e t-subnormas que verificam a associatividade generalizada. As correspondentes classes de subimplicações I S,N e I S,T,N , são caracterizadas por agregações distributivas que satisfazem o princípio da troca e da neutralidade. Neste contexto, analisam-se as classes de (S,N)-e QL-subimplicações, as quais são obtidas pela ação do operador mediana, considerando a negação padrão N S e a família de tsubnormas e t-subconormas, respectivamente geradas pelo produto T P e soma algébrica S P . Como principal resultado, mostra-se que as família I S P ,N e I S P ,T P ,N preservam propriedades, estendendo os principais relacionamentos das correspondentes classes de (S,N)-e QL-implicações fuzzy, discutindo ainda as construções duais e as formas conjugadas obtidas por ação de automorfismos.
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